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with their lavishness. The latter had absorbed much Crown land from King James, and married into the wealthy family of Percy; his wife, Lucy Carlisle, was the reigning beauty of Charles's Court and knew how to spend. But to new courtiers, Charles could give little. A few made money by trade, some lost it in the same way. Most of them starved for luxuries and envied the established fortunes. Only Lord Treasurer Weston managed to build up a new one himself.
Weston had also a hand in the King's foreign policy, perhaps the worst blot on Charles's reputation as a ruler. It had no consistent principles except the now hopeless hankering to recover lie Palatinate for his sister's family and a slowly growing recognition that France and Holland would soon be more powerful enemies than Spain. There was even a proposal to join Spain and help her reconquer the Dutch provinces. But nothing could be done, and Charles only humiliated himself while he painfully learnt the lesson that Europe could afford to despise a king without money and without an army. Nor were Charles's methods above the very low standard of contemporary diplomacy. It was one of his envoys, Sir Henry Wotton, who defined an ambassador as " a man sent abroad to lie for his Government."
The real need it was not in Weston, perhaps not in any one, to supply. The English Crown must remain a cipher abroad and in jeopardy at home, so long as an increasingly modem country was tied to a mediaeval system of finance. Even Parliamentary subsidies were assessed on an antiquated system, perfectly unfair in incidence, and giving every opportunity to assessors with an itching palm. In a time of rising prices and growing prosperity, a subsidy yielded less and less. Charles protested against the system, James had tried to get the whole finance of the country overhauled, but, quarrelling over details with the House of Commons, he had achieved nothing. „,
Now that Parliamentary grants had ceased, nearly

